
WALL CLADDING SYSTEM



Duvar Cladding 
Exterior Wall Insulation
Welcome to our high-quality, solution-oriented range of products. 
DUVAR occupies an exclusive position within the exterior decoration 
producers, as it contains a unique selection of luxury creative profiles 
and decorative accessories. This complete range helps skilled 
decorators and builders to deliver first-rate work at an affordable price. 
It includes prefabricated products like thermal insulating design façade 
claddings, cornices and decorations, frames, trims and multifunctional 
profiles. Discover a world of possibilities and solutions with our 
products that cover the best of European, American and Asian designs.



DUVAR is a total solutions concept from smooth walls to 
highly decorative ones, all with that little extra something. The 
different claddings may be combined to outline their  
strong visual impact, which means they help set the tone of 
your exterior with their appealing looks and emphasize 
the attained style. In short, the ideal way to clad and 
thermally insulate your facade, putting that out-of-
the-ordinary finishing touch to your external walls. 
And what is more, we are continually adding 
innovative claddings and creations from our  
top designers. 



ENERGY SAVING
up to 60%

AESTHETIC
Provide an aesthetic appearance while renovating your facade’s exterior 
appearance with it’s versatile models. Along with the standard models, it is also 
possible to develop new models and designs when requested

PRACTICAL
The products coated with DUVAR are delivered ready for application, do not require 
mesh and are applied very fast without polluting the environment

ECONOMICAL
DUVARCLAD is the most cost-efficient thermal insulating facade system, 
making project savings both in direct product cost and labor costs

DURABLE
Due to the special DUVAR  top coating properties, the surface is extremely resistant to 
weathering and exterior factors.

General System Benefits



 • Easy, clean and fast to install. This is the fastest to install EIFS / EWI
 • Save labor cost & installation time due to prefabricated products
 • Energy savings up to 60% and lower costs for heating sources
 • Better protection against heat during high summer temperatures
 • Restricts origination of moulds
 • Extremely low water absorption
 • Excellent adhesion to the substrate
 • Exceptional elasticity
 • High resistance to mechanical stress
 • Incredible resistance to temperature and humidity variations
 • Very good CO2 and water vapour permeability, increasing the rate of                  

            moisture transfer and evaporation for a breathable wall
 • Paint topcoat is applied directly on surface
 • Provides exceptional stability of the applied topcoat
 • The whiteness of coating allows easy application of bright, vibrant colours 

Key Features & Benefits



Product Overview

DUVAR is a sophisticated wall cladding system that pairs a frameless panel 
aesthetic with numerous design and material options.

      Frameless panels with decorative face materials form the basis of the system
      Material, finish and pattern combinations draw from our extensive Surfaces   
      palette
      Narrow reveals between panels create nearly uninterrupted surface 
      continuity
      Optional 1/8” proud stainless edge reveal and perimeter fins can add visual 
      interest
      System elements also include bases and inside and outside corners
      System depth creates plenum space to manage wiring, electronics and 
      airflow
      Accommodates a wide range of field conditions



DUVAR insulation is the cancellation of heat transfer between two settings.
Due to heat transfer buildings warm up during summer and get cold in the winter. 
We try to stay warm by using natural gas, coal and electricity during winter and stay 
cool with air conditioners during summer.

DUVAR Insulation is used on exterior walls, windows, window joineries, roofs and 
roof joineries and fittings in order to reduce the energy we use to keep our buildings 
warm during winter and cool during summer.

Insulation



01 DUVAR Decorative Wall Panels reduce the amount of heat transferred outside 
your building and saves energy.

02 By using heat insulation provided by DUVAR Decorative Wall Panels you save up 
to 60% energy and the panels pay themselves off in 2-5 years.

03 DUVAR Decorative Wall Panels not only reduce air conditioning costs in during 
winter but also in summer.

04 DUVAR Decorative Wall Panels also help distribute the heat equally within the 
building.

05 DUVAR Decorative Wall Panels create damp-free, healthy and comfortable 
environments to live in.

06 Insulation provided by DUVAR Decorative Wall Panels also prevent mold growth 
caused by bleeding, black spot growth and swelling of plaster and paint.

07 DUVAR Decorative Wall Panels create more durable buildings, which prolongs 
their working life.

08 Insulation provided by DUVAR Decorative Wall Panels reduces repair costs.
09 DUVAR Decorative Wall Panels create visually appealing buildings.
10 Insulation provided by DUVAR Decorative Wall Panels help reduce the emission of 

Carbon dioxide and air pollution thus protecting the environment.

What Are the Benefits of Insulation?



The insulation of the mansion, which is among the decorative facade coatings, 
changes the exterior images of the buildings, provides an insulation feature and 
creates a visually beautiful appearance.

DUVAR The insulated printing jacketing, which aims the continuity of the insulation 
by wrapping your buildings like a jacket, is made as a result of covering the EPS with 
high density values with acrylic based fibrous liquids. The insulation printing jacket, 
which adds value to the building visually and prevents noise and fluid flow as well 
as thermal insulation, is one of the types of insulation recommended by engineers. 
Thanks to its durable structure and advanced design, it will protect your buildings 
from bad weather conditions and undesirable situations such as rain-wind for years 
without being damaged.

DUVAR Panel plates with wooden appearance are the most used types. It can be 
painted in different colors according to your preference and different images can be 
obtained. If we talk about the general features of the mansion print jacket:

What Are the Benefits of Insulation?



Insulation helps use the energy within the building efficiently and expands the 
buildings working life by protecting its exterior façade. In order to get the most from 
insulation, the whole building should be insulated or thermal bridges may build up 
which would be loss of time and money. When exterior insulation is being installed, 
most risky areas; which are, balconies, windows and corbels should be deal with 
carefully and installation should be completed without thermal bridge build up.

Another factor to take into consideration is the material used in insulation.

The insulation materials should be compatible with the building and within them, 
should provide insulation and prevent thermal bridges, should have a long working 
life, and shouldn’t lose efficiency in time.

Key Aspects of Insulation?



In the name of our colleagues and management, we would like to say that we are honored to 
work with you and to be your business partner. For this reason, we strongly recommend that you 
see our products and services at our headquarters and factories and we would like you to be 
our guest. For a possible business trip to meet us and visit us in U.A.E, we would also be proud to 
open all the doors to meet you. Finally, please do not hesitate to contact us for more information. 

We would like you to know that our company’s main focus is on customer satisfaction and your 
investments will gain more value as we will work together, and we will do our best for our part 
in this regard. Our company, DUVAR, is one of the largest producers of EPS based decorative 
exterior coating systems. 

As a result of 3 years of research as DUVAR paint activity started 2 years ago and serves 
customers at all sales points. DUVAR paint products, which are produced with high quality and 
latest technology, are in high demand from domestic and foreign customers. 

Our products consist of water-based interior and exterior paints.There are all kinds of color 
options and dierent alternatives are oered on interior and exterior façades. WATER INSULATION, 
which is the latest generation of waterproofing, unlike our interior and exterior façades, is an 
excellent product that you can use for water isolation in all kinds of wet floors. 

DUVAR Family, which follows the developing technology and world industry every day, has 
always made it a principle to our quality and suitable products to its customers

More About Duvar Cladding 



QUICK APPLICATION: 
According to the jacketing (plastered, filel) application
Much easier to apply.

CLEAN APPLICATION: 
According to the application of jacketing (plastered, filel)
more clean. Especially in renewal projects, windows, roller blinds and air-conditioning 
units are prevented from becoming plastered Provides a significant advantage.
 

SUITABLE WORKING:
 Cheaper than jacketing application.
 

HIGH INSULATION FEATURE:
It is produced from EPS at 20 kg / m3 density. Used in jacketing
It has a higher insulation capacity than EPS with a density of 16 kg / m3.
 

DECORATIVE APPEARANCE: 
Processable plates in various forms
allows unlimited mmar designs. Facades, Wood, Cut Stone,
Terr a Cotta, Firebricks, Stone shapers can be seen.
 

SMOOTH SURFACE: 
Coated with plasters in a factory environment (plastered)
materials are much smoother than jacketing applications
b t s crying. When the sun hits the front
plaster and trowels in jacketing are not bell and the same in every product
It has plaster thickness.
 

MINIMUM APPLICATION ERROR:
Materials induce defect errors

Decorative Handling





Damage to the fabric of building facades is a everyday hazard particularly for high 
buildings due to building movement and impact damage (during cleaning). Reports of 
conventional stone cladding failures are common occurrence.
DUVAR has weak tensile strength and failure can occur when fixing connections to stone 
panels are stressed due to building movements, micro cracks within the stone or poor 
workmanship.

As a natural material stone is liable to defects, including micro cracks, its properties can 
be variable particularly over the long term.
The core of the DUVAR panel are machine made materials with consistent physical and 
mechanical properties.

The Glass Fiber reinforcement layers act to retain the panel in place and prevent stone 
falling, even in the event of accidental impact resulting in a panel cracking (similar 
concept to laminated safety glass).
DUVAR CLADDING  panels therefore avoid these potential failures and hazards.

Safety in Service



01. Existing substrate / Wall
02. Render / Rough plastering
03. Optional: Treatment with fungicidal wash on existing contaminated surface
04. Bedding adhesive: DUVAR FLEX Adhesive or SPF Foam
05. DUVARCLAD Wall Cladding
06. Optional at socle level: additional waterproofing coat
07. Primer Coat (1 layer)
08. Intermediary and finish paint (1-2 layers)

Duvar System Build-Up



The System is supplied partially or completely and includes the following 
components:
01    DUVARCLAD prefabricated EIFS 
02    DUVARTRIM decoration
03    Adhesives, sealants and foam
04    Mechanical fastening elements
05    Sealing caulks
06    DUVARCOLOR primers and paints 

Application of the System



TECHNICAL DATA
Size Of Panels 2000X500X50 mm

Thickness of EPS 40 - 100 mm

EPS Density 20 Kg/m3

EPS Color White

Thickness Of Coating 3 to 8 mm

Color Of coating Grey & White

Fire Protection Level B1

Water Absorption 90 kPa

Flexural Strength(EPS) >208 kPa

Impact Strength 10 J / no damage

Water Permeability 0.4 kg/m2 @0.5H

Vapour Transmission 62.4 gr/m2 per day

Tensile bond strength 313.15 kPa



01 Choosing the application level
02 Dusting off the surface & marking the line
03 Applying the adhesive
04 Dusting off the joint
05 Application of joint adhesive 
06 Application of adhesive on horzintal joint
07 Connecting the next cladding
08 Leveling the excesside joint adhesive
09 Placing the plastic fasteners
10 Touching-up the joint with DUVAR COAT REPAIR
11 Primer and Paint

System Application Steps
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No more plain walls, since this prefabricated cladding offers a minimalistic 
and irresistible touch to your modern facade.

CLAD 1 to 10 - The Modern 



The classical groove styled claddings feature all traditional rustication and 
bossage designs and offer vast possibilities to thermally insulate and renovate 
old architectural buildings or to give classical appearance to the walls of new 
constructions.

CLAD 11 to 19
Classical Grooves



CLAD 20 to 25 recreate the traditional siding effects, solving such problems sound 
insulation, noise absorption, and delamination. No more problems associated with 
the plastic an metal siding materials. Additionally we can offer custom shapes of 
siding according to needed design.

CLAD 20 to 25 - Better Sidding 



The classical groove styled claddings feature all traditional rustication 
and bossage designs and offer vast possibilities to thermally insulate 
and renovate old architectural buildings or to give classical appearance to the 
walls of new constructions.

CLAD 26,27 & 28
Faux Sidding



CLAD 29 to 40  is the traditional curve facade, that comes with preinstalled thermal 
insulation of the wall. However we offer several variations of this specific model, to fit 
various architectural styles. Easy and fast to apply. Tremendous results. 
 
These clads comes as a variating system for the connoiseur of natural materials, with 
tiles made from natural klinker curve, in various colors and finish styles.

CLAD 29 to 40 - Curve Sidding



When naturalistic architecture is required, our fits any facade into an organic 
landscape.

CLAD 41 to 46  
Exclusiveness Sidding



CLAD 47 ,48 are the best solution when the cost, speed of application, thermal 
insulation and light weight are a must. It can be painted using DUVARCOLOR to get 
the feel of most facade cut stones.

CLAD 47 to 48 - Faux Lining



The unique gives to any facade a splendid touch, when renovating a building or 
covering new walls. Besides being a thermally efficient cladding, the unique CLAD 
also offers highest level of mechanical resistance to impact.

CLAD 49 to56 -Unique Sidding



Before & After
The touch of a designer togather with the architect, transformed this dull 
office building into an attractive renting space and increased the value of the 
building by using DUVARCLAD products.

After



Before



info@salinagroup.com | www.salinagroup.com

DUVAR WALL CLADDING
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